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Dear Reader —
Welcome to Milford-Haven! For your inaugural visit, it’s
my pleasure to introduce you to my favorite little town
and to a few of its many residents—all of whom are
described in the Cast of Characters for the series near the
end of the book.
This short story features artist Miranda Jones, and
gives you a glimpse of her new life in a small coastal town.
The story stands alone as a complete tale, but also is
woven into the overall tapestry of the Milford-Haven saga.
Chronologically, When Hummers Dream occurs just before
What the Heart Knows, book one of the Milford-Haven
Novels. Indeed, to give you a seamless transition—and to
let you pick up the first thread of the ongoing
mystery—you’ll find the Prologue and Chapter One of the
first novel are waiting for you after the short story.
In future novels, we’ll travel with Miranda to
destinations that fascinate her painter’s eye and her
restless heart. The first novel takes her—and you—into
the nooks and crannies of her adopted hometown,
revealing some of its treasures and secrets, and giving you
a glimpse into its own warm heart.
This brief sojourn to California’s glorious Central Coast
is a window opening outward to sheer escape, and a
window opening inward to pure reflection. For you, it
might be either . . . or both!
As this short e-book unfolds, follow my footsteps over
the interconnected pathways of those who inhabit
Milford-Haven, and come to that timeless place when even
hummingbirds can dream.

Mara Purl

When Hummers Dream
iranda Jones, grasping a mug of warm lemon-tea in one
hand, with her other hand slid open the door to her
deck, grinning at the complex trill of a robin.
She stepped out into the cool freshness just in time to see
the first rays of sun arrow over the ridge behind her house,
then race through a thick stand of pines to pierce the Pacific
waves dancing in the near distance.
After sinking into a deck chair, she was about to sip her tea
when something bulleted past her head. She ducked, nearly
spilling her drink. She whipped her head around to discover
what it was, but saw no silhouette against the pale sky. Some
kind of flying critter . . . nearly penetrated my ear and flew off
with a hank of my hair. Well, not really, she admitted. But what
was that? Too small to be the robin, too large for a bumble bee.
A hummingbird? But why? It’s not like I had anything sweet
nearby . . . no nectar . . . nothing red.
Leaving the mystery unsolved, she glanced over at the
hammock she’d recently added to her deck furniture. I’ve been
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in Milford-Haven for eight months, but I’m still figuring out what
works for my new space, still getting settled. The hammock—a
stretched-fabric bed fitted to a metal frame—made her smile.
An indulgence . . . but, it seems perfect right there. That dark
green canvas echoes the living room couch . . . blends with the
pines out here. . . . I haven’t really tried it out, except just for a
minute right after Kevin helped me set it up.
One of several new friends, Kevin Ransom—a tall, quiet guy
she’d first met at the hardware store—was employed at a local
construction company. He was known around town as
someone who knew how to build, assemble, or wire just about
anything. Most of all, he was kind. She’d readily accepted his
offer to help her install her new hammock, as well as several
other items around her new rental house.
I really should try the hammock. A breeze swept across the
deck and swirled through the open neck of her fleece. It’s still
chilly out. Maybe I should grab my quilt. She rose and went
inside, set her now-cool mug of tea on a living room end table,
and grabbed the colorful coverlet draped over the end of the
sofa. Returning to the deck, she slid onto the hammock and
pulled over her the favorite gift Meredith had special-ordered
for her as a moving-away present.
For three-and-a-half years, she and her sister had been
roommates in San Francisco: Mer, the successful financial
adviser; Mandy the struggling artist. Things had started to
change when her manager Zelda “discovered” her, and her
paintings began to sell in some of the city’s best galleries.
Recently, Mer had delivered photos of some of Miranda’s
landscape paintings to a local craftswoman who offered a
unique service: she’d reproduce photographic images onto soft
cotton squares, then sew them into quilts. The paintings
Meredith had chosen now traced across the fabric like
windows into their childhoods: the blues of beach-days; the
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greens of forest walks; the lavenders of north-coast sunsets. So
thoughtful of Mer. I love it!
Snuggling under the puffy quilt, Miranda sank comfortably
back against the pillows to savor the gentle movement of the
hammock while her gaze traced the sunrays that bypassed her
deck to shatter into diamonds on the surface of the waves.
Love catching these first moments of the day. Gives me a head
start. Though her logic-mind might still be half-asleep, her
artist-eyes were already at work. The colors . . . they’re never the
same. This morning the clouds scudding by are lemon-custard;
the sea is teal, where I can see it. And the pines seem soft, as
though carved of candle wax.
But even as she tried to continue cataloguing the details
that her painter’s eyes couldn’t help but notice, her lids began
to close as the gentle motion of the hammock lulled her into a
early-morning nap.

Miranda heard a faint hissing sound and began walking toward
it. Sprinklers, she thought, I must be near a garden.
A high hedge climbed in the morning mist and parted in the
middle where she moved through, her bare legs tingling from the
low, gentle spray of water that misted through the plantings.
In the drenched garden, ferns arced up to her shoulders; thick
ivy draped down over a high fence; raised beds dripped with
bleeding hearts; and curving pathways swirled with rainbow
arrays of impatiens.
I don’t see them, but I smell roses. At a far corner, she
glimpsed a charming arched trellis and went toward it for a
closer look. She reached out to touch the inch-thick stem of the
sturdy plants twined through its lattice, but jerked back her hand
when a huge thorn pierced her finger. Why would there be a
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thorn? Unless . . . this stem is twenty feet high and two inches
thick . . . but it’s a rose bush!
A single drop of blood oozed from her fingertip, to fall in slow
motion onto the fertile ground. As Miranda continued to watch
that spot, a tiny green shoot pushed its way through the soil,
climbing steadily upward till it reached her shoulder. Then a bud
appeared and opened into a single red rose.
As she leaned to inhale its rich fragrance, a hummingbird
raced her for the privilege, pushing his long bill deep into the
heart of the flower.
Then the hummer turned to face her, winked, and zoomed
past her ear.

Miranda blinked her eyes open with a start. Was someone just
watching me? She glanced around her deck. No, of course not.
Yet I feel a presence of some kind. Of course I know the local
critters are always watching. . . .
Peeling back the quilt, she threw her legs over the side of
the hammock, stood, and stretched. Wonder how long I napped?
She looked toward the east, noticing the sun now rode higher
above the mountains. Probably an hour, or so. Time to get
moving.
She thought of her plan for the day: to paint the flora and
fauna at a favorite spot, the Rosencrantz Café and Guildenstern
Garden. The whimsical name—which always made her smile—
hinted at the style of the place: part history, part culture, part
nature. A lovely redwood-and-glass structure set atop a hill, it
overlooked the ocean and was angled to take advantage of the
view north toward the Santa Carlita Cove and the Piedras
Blancas Lighthouse beyond.
The spacious back yard of the café offered a series of
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redwood decks surrounded by a garden and its adjoining
nursery. The owners Robin and George—who’d used their R
and G to improvise the name—were committed to featuring
Central Coast varietals, and were well versed in the history and
genus of each plant they carried.
The profusion of indigenous and imported species, the
myriad colors and the charming architecture of the garden’s
paths, fountains and seating areas not only had made the R&G
a revelation to tourists who happened by, but also had created
a loyal following among local residents.
For a wildlife and landscape artist like Miranda, it provided
a research library and laboratory. Recently, she’d made
arrangements with Lucy, the restaurant manager, to spend six
hours in the garden. She’d tried for a day mid-week, but for
liability reasons, Robin had suggested the Friday-throughSunday schedule, when they had more staff, would be best.
Meanwhile Miranda’d already visited several times, filling
pages of her artist-journal with sketches and watercolor
studies. Now I’m ready for a day of painting fully completed
pieces.
She’d need her folding art-table—the one she used in place
of an easel when she painted with watercolor—to hold her
work level and allow her to control the movement of her liquid
colors. And I’ll need a hat, brush carrier, small water bottles. . . .
Grabbing the quilt from the hammock, she went inside,
draped the coverlet back over the sofa, and walked into her
adjacent studio to gather the day’s materials.
A few minutes later, with her supplies packed and waiting
by her front door, she ran downstairs to shower and dress.

Lucy Seecor tossed her long, black braid over one shoulder and
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began to count out the flatware. The bright blue napkins were
already laid out, ready to wrap the silver.
“Expecting any larger groups today, Luce?”
Lucy glanced up and watched for a moment as her boss
unloaded a carrier tray of glasses. “Just the Ragged Point Book
Club ladies. It’s their monthly meeting.”
“Right. They’re a nice group. What time are they booked?”
“Not till one o’clock,” Lucy replied, not missing a beat in her
work with the silver.
Robin shook his head. “Never can figure out how you keep
the whole month’s schedule in your brain. Not that I’m
complaining!”
Lucy chuckled.
“Anything else going on today?”
“Just Miranda Jones.”
“Oh! That’s today! I’d forgotten. Anything I need to
prepare?”
“Already got it handled,” Lucy said.
“Of course you do!” Robin shook his head again. “As always.
Okay, then, I’ll be in the kitchen.”
As Robin left to resume his culinary duties, Lucy paused for
a moment, looking out the huge picture window at the
spectacular ocean view, so adored by the restaurant patrons.
Miranda Jones . . . so dedicated to her art. Hope I can grab a
moment to see how she does it. Always wanted to paint. Never
had the time. Well, maybe one day. . . .

Miranda rolled her vintage Mustang to a stop in the graveled
parking lot of the R&G Café & Garden. R&G . . . that’s what the
regulars call it. Looks like I’m getting here early enough . . . no
other cars parked yet.
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She grabbed her watercolor bag and folded table, then
entered via the nursery—walking through display aisles of
potted plants and small, burbling fountains—until she emerged
at the entrance to the garden itself.
Out in the open again, she glanced up at the sky to check
the light. Slight haze . . . nice. It’ll act like a giant diffuser. She
looked around at the redwood tables, raised flower beds,
winding pathways, and lamp posts with hanging baskets, as she
considered the best location for her day’s work.
As her gaze rotated across the open space, she paused,
captured by an unexpected perfection. Across the garden, a
glass wall acted as a windbreak for guests who chose to eat
outside. The uprights supporting the glass perfectly framed a
view of the ocean. Well . . . there it is . . . a ready-made painting
if I ever saw one.
She moved forward, watching closely as the visual frame
adjusted, then she backed up again, choosing the ideal position.
Grinning at the serendipity of the find, she placed her bag on
the ground and set up her worktable. Before I set up my
supplies, I should look for Lucy.
Miranda went the rest of the way across the garden and
opened one of the double glass doors that led inside. On the
ground level, a long, polished bar ran along a mirrored wall and
small round tables spread across the floor—all deserted till
evening. She took the stairs up to the restaurant, pausing as she
reached the top to gaze out at the view, even more stunning
from this higher level.
“Hi, Miranda.” The restaurant manager Lucy approached
with a smile, hand outstretched. “Welcome! We’ve been
expecting you.”
“Good to see you again, Lucy. I’m really looking forward to
this. Can I show you where I was thinking of setting up?”
“Sure.” Lucy led the way downstairs and onto the terraced
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exterior, glimpsing Miranda’s table and bag. “Oh, that should be
fine.”
“I won’t be in the way of any of your customers?”
“No. Actually, I think they’ll be intrigued.” Lucy chuckled.
“Who knows, you might become a new tourist attraction!”
“Oh, I hope not!” Miranda tried to hid a grimace. “I’ll do my
best to be inconspicuous.”
“Uh . . . would you mind if. . . .”
“What?” Miranda encouraged.
“Well, I’d love to watch you paint. I mean, I doubt I’ll have
much time, but if I can sneak away . . . would it bother you?”
“No! Not at all.”
“Really? Oh, that’s great! So, can I bring you anything? A
glass of raspberry iced tea?”
Miranda couldn’t help but smile at the childlike exuberance,
then said, “I’ll save that special treat to have with lunch. Well,
I think I’ll get started before your customers start to arrive.”
“Enjoy!” Lucy tossed her long braid over her shoulder, and
returned to her duties inside.
Miranda reached down to open her bag. As she pulled out
her portable watercolor palette with its small individual pans,
her mind automatically cataloged how she’d mix the gradations
of color from the few primary shades she kept in her travel kit.
She’d squeeze color from the tubes—warm colors on the right,
cool on the left.
A loud buzzing whizzed by her ear and she glanced up in
time to see a hummingbird speed across the garden at eye
level. So it probably was a hummer that buzzed me this morning!
Perfect. He’ll be part of my painting today. That’s a rufous . . .
jewel-bright and aggressive.
Of the 356 species of hummingbird she’d read about and
watched on film in recent years, she knew the rufous migration
patterns meant this was their time of year to be on California’s
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Central Coast. In October, the tiny birds winged all the way
back to Mexico for the winter.
The iridescence of the species posed a special challenge to
making the jewel-tone feathers look realistic, but she knew
how to handle it. She always packed her Daniel Smith
Luminescent, a special additive that could be mixed into any
color, making it appear pearlescent.
Okay, now water and brushes. She rummaged in her bag,
pulling out her favorite small water bottle that, when squeezed,
pushed out a supply of clean water into a small well on its top.
She brought out her selection of brushes: three round—sizes
two, four and six—and two flat—sizes two and four.
Next she reviewed the media she’d brought. First were her
trusty three-by-five and five-by-seven watercolor blocks—
heavy pads of paper from which sheets could later be removed
individually. Second were a few differently sized Ampersand
Claybords-for-watermedia—masonite wood panels with their
special water-and-paper layers added to one side, ideal for
creating small, collectible pieces. I think I’ll start with the
smallest Claybords, experiment a bit and get the colors right.
These’d have to sealed, later, with clear acrylic spray so the
images wouldn’t wash off. That reminded her she’d need her
tiny spray water bottle to keep the paint liquid in case it started
to dry too fast.
With her portable studio ready, Miranda pulled two more
things from her bag—a wide-brimmed folding straw hat, which
she popped right onto her head; and one of her three-by-three
Claybords. Now she stood quietly, inhaled, then bent her knees
and began shifting her weight in a Tai Chi brush-knee
movement. After a few rotations, she picked up her palette, her
number two flat brush, and began to paint.
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Randi Raines looked around the rustic café and pouted.
Already the long weekend wasn’t panning out to be all she’d
hoped. Her boyfriend—if he could really be called that
yet—had promised a “romantic getaway” up the coast.
She’d made special arrangements to take both Thursday
and Friday off from her high-pressure job as an L.A. radio talkshow host, and she’d pictured someplace glamorous and
sophisticated, expensive and well-manicured. For
accommodations, she’d imagined a suite at the Ritz Carlton in
Santa Barbara. Instead, they’d stayed the night at some two-bit
motel in this dumb little town she’d never heard of called
Milford-Haven.
For two and a half days, now, Will had talked about nothing
but how “fantastic” the Central Coast was, and done nothing but
drag her off to “explore.” First, it was a hike into a bunch of
trees he’d called a forest. All she’d gotten there was a case of
poison oak. Second, it was dinner at some hole-in-the-wall that
claimed to be fancy. In a pig’s eye. In fact, she’d had the
pork—refusing to allow them to cook it in the plum sauce
they’d recommended—and found it nearly as dry as her date’s
stories.
Now he’d convinced her they had to have lunch at this
“magical garden” place. All she saw were redwood tables and
benches where she’d probably get a splinter in her tush. Thank
you very much. And across the garden, sat an artist poking at a
piece of paper with a brush. How quaint.
Since the rest of their weekend stretched out ahead of her,
all she had to look forward to was another boring meal
followed two more days of the same. So she’d decided to drown
her sorrows. That was one thing this area of California was
known for—wine. She’d ordered a whole bottle of local
Chardonnay, and now she was working her way to the bottom
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of her second glass.
“You’d think a nice restaurant like this could afford to paint
their tables, right?” Randi giggled, enjoying how Will winced
and looked around to see if anyone had heard her comment. So
what if I’m talking loud? He doesn’t listen to me anyway!
They’d ordered a while ago from a cute waitress. Will
looked at her a moment too long. I may not be the hottest
Hollywood babe, but I’ve got a tight body and just had my hair
frosted. Think I’ll pull my top a little further off my shoulder.
“Say, why is the service so slow here?”
“Randi, the service isn’t slow. They’re just giving us a
chance to enjoy our drinks.”
“Oh! Goody!” She giggled again and managed not to stick
out her tongue when someone at a nearby table darted a look
in her direction.
The cute waitress came back to deliver some pita chips.
Randi swiped at the bowl, nearly overturning her wine glass.
Will caught it, then set it down carefully, a tiny grimace
pinching his expression.
“Nice weekend, Will. Thanks!” Randi took another sip of
wine. “Course, in this secluded place we’ll never manage to see
anybody. Or be seen by anybody, for that matter.” She cut loose
with a high-pitched laugh. “There’s probably not enough
culture to make anybody important come to this town.
Although we came here, didn’t we?” She slapped the table.
“Why did we come here anyway? We could still hurry on down
to Santa Barbara where the beautiful people are.”
“We don’t have to go anywhere, Randi.”
Not sure what he meant, she asked, “Really?”
“Oh, yeah. All the ‘beautiful people’ are right at this table.”
Not sure whether or not Will had just made a joke at her
expense, Randi threw back her head and laughed just the same.
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Miranda’s hand jerked, an involuntary reaction to the shriek of
laughter that’d pierced the air. Since the hand held a paintsaturated brush close to the five-by-eight Claybord she’d
started to work on, the movement left a streak of blue as a
memorial of the event.
Startled, she had a sudden, brief sensation of hovering
above herself, watching her hand, the brush, the painting. For
just a moment, fragments of a dream came back to her:
something about a garden . . . a hummingbird with its beak in
a rose. Odd, because roses don’t have nectar. But the hummer
could’ve been drinking water captured in the petals. Traces of
the dream lingered, but they were burning off as quickly as the
marine layer that’d blanketed the shore in the early morning.
The quiet of the Rosencrantz Café & its Guildenstern
Garden had been shattered, as had her reverie of work. When
she’d chosen the ideal spot to take advantage of the view, she’d
been alone in the garden. Now, Miranda sat on a redwood
bench in front of her art-table, closed her eyes and inhaled,
then blew air slowly from between pursed lips.
People on vacation . . . they just don’t realize how much noise
they make. To be expected. August weekends always bring the
tourists. She sighed. Since they’re crucial to the economy, I
shouldn’t complain. In fact, I’m benefitting too, since the gallery
that sells my work is doing a brisk business this summer.
So—obnoxious and oblivious though they could be—these
tourists served an important function. They came with their
backpacks and leisure suits, their sensible walking shoes and
colorful baseball caps. They came with their money. And they
came with their noise.
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The shrieking woman continued to laugh at her own jokes,
her demeanor evidently loosened by too much wine.
I have to admit, Milford-Haven’s an ideal spot for a weekend
getaway. A good four-hour drive from either Los Angeles or San
Francisco, the tiny coastal town remained just slightly beyond
convenient reach for most, and that suited her—and all the
other residents in town—just fine.
It was a dichotomy, she supposed. On one hand, it was a
pristine haven with a core value of privacy and a cherished goal
not to be found out. But on the other hand, it survived in good
measure at the caprice of those who did discover the well-kept
secret of a jewel at the heart of the Central Coast.
Actually, today’s a perfect example. Now that the clouds have
lifted, everything looks polished as jewelry. She took a moment
to savor the visual treat: ocean spread out below the bluff like
a sea of sapphires; bright sun gilded the leaves; hummingbirds
winged through the garden like floating emeralds and rubies.
She inhaled, smiled, then looked down at her palette to
check her colors. Summer generally suffused a light haze over
the landscape, gentling the tonalities and softening all the
edges. But now the slight cloud cover had cleared, leaving the
air clear as fine crystal, the colors deep and rich.
Miranda squeezed another dot from the tube of Cerulean
Blue Chromium and swirled her brush, tapering it off the edge
of her board.
With the sky brighter, now, it’s actually perfect having this
streak of vivid color across the top of the picture. Let the painting
come through, she schooled herself. It’s not really yours anyway.

Samantha Hugo headed
toward the front door of the
Rosencrantz Café, smiling with anticipation. She and her young
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friend Miranda had agreed to treat themselves today and
would soon be enjoying their favorite R&G signature meal: fishand-chips with red-cabbage slaw.
But if I know Miranda, she’s not waiting alone at a table.
She’s still painting. Better go check the garden. Changing
direction, Sam walked through the shade of the nursery
entrance, then back out into the sun to glance around the
Guildenstern Garden.
Catching sight of Miranda sitting at her worktable, she
watched as the artist waved her paintbrush to greet Sam. “Hi!”
Sam stepped close enough to catch sight of an array of tiny
watercolors, and a nearly-finished book-sized painting of the
garden. “Oh, how gorgeous! Look at those colors!”
Miranda stood up and gave Sam a light hug. “Hungry?” she
asked.
“Famished. Oh, there’s Lorraine having lunch with some
friends. Do you mind if I tell her one quick thing?”
“Of course not.” Miranda plunged her brush into water. “I
need to clean my brushes and close up a bit here.”
“Sorry, I won’t be a moment.” Sam hurried across the
garden to greet Lorraine Larimer. Known affectionately as the
“crone” of Milford-Haven, Mrs. Larimer served as head of the
Town Council and ruled their small burg with the proverbial
iron-fist-in-velvet-glove.
“Hi, everybody, hi, Lorraine. Pardon me for interrupting. I
just wanted you to know I did find that report I promised I’d
look for. Do you want me to drop it by your office, or will you
send someone to pick it up?”
“Good as gold—as always, Sam. I’ll come get it myself. This
afternoon okay?”
“Perfect. I’ll be back at my desk by two or so. Enjoy your
lunch.”
Sam walked toward the back door, Miranda met her there,
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and the two made their way upstairs, where Sam had reserved
their favorite corner table with its ocean view. Lucy greeted
them, guided them to their table, and as they were seated
asked, “I imagine you ladies know exactly what you want?”
Laughing, Sam gave the order without so much as a glance
at the familiar menu.
Smiling, Lucy said, “I’ll tell your waitress.”
After Lucy left, the two friends sat in silence for a long
moment, staring out the wall-to-wall plate glass windows,
allowing the sparkles off the Pacific to dance in their eyes.
Samantha murmured, “Glad that earlier marine layer
burned off.”
“I love it clear like this, but I love the cloud cover too,”
Miranda confessed. “The colors vibrate under that diffused
light.” She turned to look at Sam. “Lighting is so important . . .
like looking at your hair right now. . . transparent Pyrrole
Orange mixed with Quincridone Red Light, with a base color of
Primary Magenta. Yup, that’d capture it I think, though no paint
could ever do your color justice.”
Sam could feel herself blush at the compliment. “That’s
very kind, Miranda. But you know, these days, it comes just as
much from a tube as your paints do.”
“Yeah, but I’ve seen photos. That was your natural color.
Incredible.”
Their waitress brought two tall glasses of iced raspberry
tea, and Sam took a sip of hers. What a sweetheart. If I’d ever
had a daughter, she’d be about Miranda’s age, and I hope she’d
be just like her.
“Okay, Sam, so catch me up. What’s going on in those secret
meetings behind closed doors at the Environmental Planning
Commission?”
Sam laughed. “I don’t know. Every time I think we’ve got a
really good piece of legislation ready to place on the next
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ballot—something everyone in town could agree on—another
objection comes out of left field and blows a hole right through
the center of it.”
Miranda tossed her long brunette hair back over her
shoulder. “What is it this time?”
“A coastal erosion protection measure. Basically, all it says
is that houses can’t be built right up to the edge of a bluff.” Sam
took another sip of tea. “I mean, why would anyone want to
build that close anyway?”
“Exactly.” Miranda nodded. “With the constant erosion, it’s
not like the location of the bluff is the same now as it was a
hundred years ago.”
“I’d hate to wake up in the middle of the night wondering
if my bed was about to crash over a cliff.”
Miranda grimaced. “Nasty thought.”
“There’s even a provision for older homes, grandfathering
them an exemption. We’re not asking people to dismantle their
houses.”
Miranda reflected for a moment. “But they can’t necessarily
build new decks if their house is already too close to the edge?”
“Right.”
Sam saw the waitress bringing their food, the fragrance
apparently wafting past other customers whose heads turned
in appreciation.
“Here we go,” she said cheerfully. “Anything else I can bring
you ladies?”
“We’re fine for now. Thanks.” Sam spread a blue linen
napkin across her lap.
Miranda dipped an end of crisp fish into tartar sauce and
sank her teeth into the delicate cod. “Mmm,” she said, wiping
sauce from the edge of her mouth. “I always forget just how
terrific this is until I taste it again.”
Sam, savoring the excellent slaw, closed her eyes. “Wish I
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could figure out their secret ingredient,” she murmured.
The friends ate in silence for a while, each lost in her own
thoughts. Then Sam continued their conversation. “I don’t
know, Miranda, it feels as if this town is getting more and more
polarized. We’ve got the developers against the
environmentalists, the artists against the construction
workers—”
“Against?” Miranda asked. “Well, I don’t have anything
against the construction workers.”
“Unless they come along and chop down your favorite tree.”
“True,” Miranda admitted.
“You know what I mean. This was always a haven for
artists, crafts people, folks with a sense of beauty and nature
who wanted to keep it that way. Now we’re getting a lot of
pressure to build and develop, scrape away hillsides and put in
shopping centers.”
Sam looked up just in time to see Lucy approaching with
two more diners—one of them Jack Sawyer. Oh, no! Of all times
. . . of all places! The last thing she needed was an unscheduled
encounter with her primary adversary, the head of Sawyer
Construction—a man who also just happened to be her exhusband, though no one in town other than Miranda knew
about their personal relationship.
To make matters worse, she couldn’t help but notice he
attracted plenty of female attention. Barrel-chested and still as
ruggedly handsome as ever, he wore tight jeans poured into
work boots that pounded across the floor. As usual, his
employee Kevin Ransom followed like a tall, thin shadow.
Apparently noticing her friend’s preoccupation, Miranda
glanced around, then swung back to Sam. “Well, those two
were the last pair I expected to see here.”
“You and me both,” Sam agreed. “Anyway, as I was saying,
it’s like we’re in a town of left-brains and right-brains.”
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Tables had filled up quickly, and now Lucy was seating the
dynamic duo at a table separated by only a few feet.
“Make that half-brains,” retorted Jack’s deep voice.
Sam twisted her neck around, then scowled. “This is a
private luncheon, Jack. Or had you failed to notice?”
“I didn’t fail to notice that we didn’t get the table we asked
for. We do have a meeting with an important client.” Jack’s
voice boomed after Lucy.
Sam rolled her eyes and hissed, “Oh, why do I bother? Once
a boor, always a boor.”
“Or a wild boar,” Miranda mumbled.
“Beware the tusks,” Sam said, spearing a morsel of her
seafood.
Lucy, having returned, asked, “Sorry, Mr. Sawyer? Did you
want to be reseated?”
“We most certainly do. As far from this corner as possible.”
“How about the opposite corner at the far end of the
restaurant?”
“Fine. And when my client Mr. Clarke arrives, direct him
there.”
“Of course.” Lucy led the two men away.
“Well, that’s a relief,” said Sam. “Okay, kiddo. Your turn.
What’s going on with you?”
Miranda paused, then answered her question with a
question of her own. “What do you do when you have a weird
dream?”
“Write it down,” Sam answered without hesitation.
Miranda smiled. “You and your journals. How long have you
been writing them?”
Sam looked out at the water as though it would help her see
through time. “I really can’t remember not journaling.”
“I can’t imagine writing so much,” Miranda reflected. “I do
keep journals, but they’re mostly sketches and paintings. I’m
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thinking about turning my miniature watercolors into
postcards I can send out to people. But writing down my
thoughts on a regular basis just for myself? Not likely.”
“Well, you record your thoughts in a different way, with
your art,” Sam observed.
“I figured I was just recording what’s out there, not really
recording my own impressions. Never saw it that way, but I
suppose you’re right.”
The two friends spent the rest of their lunch sharing other
news, their mutual surprise that summer was nearly over, and
discussing some of the details of their current projects.
“Hate to say it,” Sam remarked, “but I really have to get
back to work.” She placed cash inside the bill wallet the
waitress had brought while they were talking.
“So do I.” Miranda added her money to Sam’s. “The docent
here at the nursery lent me a pamphlet and I want to review it.”
Sam smiled. “That’s one of the things I love about your
work, Miranda, that you pay such attention to the details.”

Miranda felt the hairs
on the back of her neck
prickle, but she resisted turning to see who might be observing
her.
Why do people do that? All they have to do is ask if they can
watch. How would they like it if someone were sneaking around
behind them, studying them while they tried to focus?
As an artist, she enjoyed working in the privacy of her
studio, or out in the field, where she could enter a meditative
state she thought of as “flow.” But she also understand the
natural curiosity that drew non-artists to watching a creative
person at work. However, the last thing she wanted to do was
draw a crowd.
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Well, not really drawing a crowd, drawing a crowd.
The play on words did little to ease her annoyance. If only
she could work with words instead of paints. Would strangers
walk over to someone who’d chosen a private, secluded spot to
write, then demand the author read the manuscript aloud?
She glanced up to check the details of what she was adding
to her painting—the shadow cast by a market umbrella at the
far end of the garden. From behind her, she overheard an
exchange between a husband and wife.
The woman’s voice said, “Oh, she won’t mind. Painters like
to be noticed, you know. After all, they want folks to admire
their work. Isn’t that why they do it?”
“I suppose so, dear,” the man answered.
Miranda heard the reluctance in his voice, and wished she
could tell him his instincts were right.
Of course, Zelda McIntyre, her artist’s rep, with her focus on
sales and marketing, wouldn’t agree at all. Zelda would tell me
to make the most of the opportunity. Thank them for their
attention, and send them to the local gallery to buy my work.
’Course I value the sales. But I have to listen to my heart, trust my
own process.
A lecture began to build in Miranda’s brain—logical and
articulate—on the vital need to synchronize head and heart. It
developed into a detailed explication of her own need, as a
wildlife painter, to retune her senses to the natural world,
breathe with the landscape, quiet the human chatter to be able
to hear the animal conversations already in progress.
She’d come to love the process above all else. There was the
listening—first to silence, then to the million small sounds that
emerged under it; there was the looking at the surface colors,
then the waiting till the actual hues revealed themselves, when
the true seeing would happen. While the layperson’s eye
skipped over objects in an efficient and rapid series of
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identifications, the artist allowed things to resolve back into
their component parts, where their individual elements could
be seen, then chosen, then shared.
From Miranda’s perspective, humans didn’t live alone but
in a rich sea of life, there to be cherished and understood, to
teach grand lessons and inspire higher thoughts. She couldn’t
fail to notice the hush that fell over birds when a human
shouted across a garden or blasted leaves aside with a blower
whose motor obliterated all other sound within its radius.
Suddenly, a vibrant burst of color flashed into the corner of
Miranda’s eye. The couple who’d been talking behind her
stepped into view right beside her art-table, the woman
wearing lime polyester that shone unnaturally bright against
the wooden tables and eucalyptus trees.
The man exclaimed, “Oh, look at those exquisite little
paintings!”
“Well, if you like that sort of art.” The woman now
addressed Miranda. “Young lady? I think you can do better with
that ocean color, don’t you? It just isn’t quite right.”
The man blanched. “Henrietta!”
The woman’s face had taken on an aspect of Mighty
Purpose. “Well, some days it is that dark, but not in summer.”
The husband’s hands lifted briefly, then plunged into his
pockets where they rattled change.
The woman leaned in for another look at the unfinished
piece. “No,” she confirmed, “never in summer.”
Interesting that she noticed the darker shade. Should I bother
to explain? An entire lesson in painting began to play through
Miranda’s mind: choosing the type of paint appropriate to the
subject matter, using a practiced painter’s eye that could
observe the deepest hue in a multi-patterned surface like
water, the concept of transparent color-layering, the technique
of matching and applying that deeper color first.
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Miranda and the woman’s husband locked eyes for a
moment. As though he’d received a full transmission of her
thought, he grabbed his wife’s hand and tugged at it.
“What?” the woman snapped.
“Hungry,” he managed.
“Well, why didn’t you just say so?” The woman rolled her
eyes at Miranda. “These men and their stomachs!” She shook
her head. “You keep painting, dear. Someday you might be real
good.” Jerking slightly as her husband yanked again at her
hand, the Lime Woman smiled conspiratorially, then toddled
across the garden.
Relieved the intrusion was over, Miranda inhaled deeply,
dipped her brush in water to moisten it, then scrutinized her
work-in-progress. The deeper colors seemed complete now:
sapphires and green tourmalines, garnets and amethysts. Time
to study the lighter shades and mix new tones on my palette.
A hummingbird sped past her like a bright piece of jewelry
shot from a toy gun. Something about the sound seemed
familiar. Could that’ve been part of my dream? She smiled,
delighted to be keeping company with such a magical creature.
Then, as she swirled ochre into cerulean, she heard the
shrieking woman’s voice again. It wasn’t laughing this time. It
erupted into a scream, followed by the sad “ahhs” of other
voices.
“Too bad,” a man’s voice resonated. “Hate it when a bird
hits a window. This time it’s a hummingbird, and it’s dead.”

The hummer tried to
see, but couldn’t seem to
open his eyes.
Open. Open.
He tried again, but his eyelids wouldn’t respond.
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Now he tried to move.
Move. Move.
He tried again, but his wings wouldn’t respond either.
Dimly, he heard the deep rumble of human-sound, its
incomprehensible waves and dips, like a dark ocean into which
he’d fallen.
Must see. Must move. Babies in nest. North border protect.
Food. Need food.
From high overhead he thought he could hear the familiar
trill of his mate, but she sounded so very far away. Where is
she? Where was he?
Here. Move.
If only he could get his wings to move, his eyes to open. He
wanted to answer the high call of his mate, be about his
daytime tasks with flowers and borders.
Light. Dark.
Everything had gone dark, though he knew it should still be
day. Or had he somehow lost his way? Flown into a cave? No!
Never. He knew his territory, stayed at his post dutifully. He
knew, then, all was well, he’d done all things perfectly.
Trust. Know.
And now he floated. Not of his own power, but no longer
adrift on that dark ocean of sound. Great Spirit had him.
Yield. Flow.

Miranda heard the murmur of voices across the garden as it
seemed to crescendo, a combination of concern and sadness.
A man’s voice said “Pretty little thing. Too bad there’s
nothing we can do.”
A younger man’s voice countered, “Maybe we should call
someone.”
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Miranda wondered if she should intervene on the bird’s
behalf. Bet it’s a hummer, and it’s probably only stunned.
Across the garden, she saw the group of people—Mr. and
Mrs. Lime, plus another couple her own age—a well-built man
standing beside an attractive woman with frosted hair.
Lime Woman spoke next. “Oh, just throw it away.”
Miranda leapt from her bench. Hurrying over to the group
gathered around the felled bird, she exclaimed, “No!”
Startled, the people turned to look at her.
“I’m . . . I’m sorry,” she stammered. “It’s just . . . leave it to
me. Usually, they’re just stunned. I’ll take care of it.”
Lime Woman’s speaking voice cut the air like a buzz saw.
“Well, I think I know when something’s dead.”
Paying no attention to that comment, Miranda knelt and
studied the tiny creature. So delicate! Miranda held her breath
and lifted him carefully—fearing even her gentle pinch
between thumb and forefinger would crush him—then
transferred him to her palm.
After giving the crowd her best reassuring smile, she
walked with care back to her spot. Sitting at the bench by her
art-table, she gazed at the creature in her hand.
She utterly rejected the notion that the bird was dead,
though no physical evidence supported her claim. No
movement; no heartbeat that I can detect; no respiration. Yet,
with an innate certainty, she knew. He’s alive.
His inert body lay in perfect stillness while she admired his
exquisite details. “Thank you,” she whispered. “I never thought
I’d be allowed to get so close.”
Indeed, she felt she’d been given a rare gift, and her
painter’s eye was going to take full advantage. “You’re holding
still just for me, aren’t you?” she cooed. Though her diminutive
model didn’t reply, she considered this to be a conversation.
Entranced by his colors and the fine definition of his
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feathers, she examined the multi-layered tonalities that
produced his tourmaline iridescence. “This is so kind of you,”
she said quietly. “What can I do to return the favor?”
He’s granting me a fervent wish. What would his be?
Glancing around the garden, she surmised this must be close to
an ideal spot to have as his domain. But perhaps he’d wish for
a few changes: annuals and perennials all in perpetual bloom;
fewer humans, and surely he’d wish for no clear plates of glass.
She took a plain white hankie from her bag and placed the
tiny bird on it, then secured him on her lap. Setting aside the
nearly completed five-by-eight portrait of the garden she’d
done earlier, she pulled out a fresh Claybord of the same size.
I know exactly what
to do for you, my little friend.
I bet you’re dreaming
now. I’ll paint your dream.

The hummer floated.
Float. Flow. Listen.
He tried to get an aural fix. The ocean should be west, but
he couldn’t hear it. Couldn’t hear wind through the trees, water
burbling in the fountain. But a gentle, cooing sound was
reaching him.

Strange sound. Nice sound.
But maybe, he worried, he couldn’t hear the water because
he was too close to it. That was it! He’d fallen into the fountain
and was hearing everything from underwater!
Must fly!
With a tremendous surge of energy, he willed himself up
and out of the water—out of the pond that sucked at him and
tried to hold him under—aiming himself like a bullet for a blue
sky.
Free! Air! Sky!
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He soared, he plummeted, circled, spun, swooped, flipped,
then hovered. But the aerodynamics seemed oddly different
today: the air heavier—or himself lighter. Making one more
circle, he tried to get his bearings.
Ocean? Gone. Mountain? Missing.
Panic raced through his heart. Hadn’t he fallen into the
fountain? And hadn’t he raised himself through the water to
reclaim his own piece of the air? But where was he? And where
was his garden?
He looked down.
What he saw nearly made him fall from the sky again.
It was himself he saw! Asleep on a little white bed. Over
him bent a human making sounds, holding a funny long stick in
her hand.

Miranda swished her brush in water and spoke softly to the
tiny patient in her lap. “Let’s see how you like this garden.”
I’ve painted the realistic garden, more or less. Now I need to
create a dream-garden. I can use the same layout and perspective
. . . that’ll save time. The new version should have every flower the
hummer’d love, no matter whether it’d really grow here or not.
She started working as fast as she could, color flowing from
the end of her brush. Using lavender, she painted hollyhocks,
some with petals closed, some open, like ballerinas in jetés and
pirouettes across a backdrop of green.
She’d studied the docent’s pamphlet, never imagining she’d
make such extensive use of it so quickly. But there seemed an
urgency about this painting, as though her new little friend
needed it and wouldn’t be whole until all the details of his
dream garden were captured on the Claybord.
Miranda lost track of time, absorbed in her task. Then she
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leaned back to review the piece. It’s almost complete now. Just
as a hummer would, she’d ignored scent and chosen flowers for
their color and nectar. Spires of foxglove made a purple burst,
and beyond it, she’d wanted something whimsical, and had
chosen a strawberry tree with its look-alike red blossoms. In
the distance shone the bright blue where she’d painted in the
ocean.
The lower right burst with the cheery pink of an azalea
bush, and behind it lurked some partially obscured, pale blue
irises. In her mind she’d been working to coax them out from
their hiding place, but they resisted shyly. Their petals
fluttering, stems aquiver, they stood together like bridesmaids
waiting to march down the aisle.
Mid-level on the right side sprouted a bottlebrush bush
with its self-descriptive red blooms; wide, flat hot-pink
petunias seemed ready to offer their nectar. Balancing them on
the left she’d placed a lilac bush with towering blossoms as
elaborate as fancy ladies’ hats.
The visionary garden had an arbor tucked into a corner,
twined with honeysuckle, its flowers like handfuls of narrow
white and pink satin ribbons tied intermittently to its vines.
This is one flower that’ll please us both. The hummingbird
would love the sweet nectar, and Miranda could almost inhale
their intoxicating perfume.
A few minutes later, her eye traveled across the wildly vivid
array that now spread across her Claybord. Red-orange
butterfly weed stood like bunches of crepe paper tied to tall,
feathery stalks; ultra-orange nasturtiums poked their heads
above dense leaves, and yellow hibiscus blossoms looked ready
to spin, busy as little propellers in the breeze.
As the centerpiece of the garden grew a fuchsia, its
drooping pink blossoms resembling acrobat dancers who hung
from ropes, skirts flying up, blouses plumped with air, long
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arms reaching down.
Now I need to put the hummer in his garden, right in the
center. He’ll love the fuchsia. Hovering close, his beak ready to
plunge, the small bejeweled bird began to appear brushstroke
by brushstroke.

The hummer tried to understand.
Know. Think. Know.
Something stirred in his mind, urging him to make sense of
things.
All is life. Life is good. I am life.
How could he be in two places at the same time? He
couldn’t be hovering somewhere above himself and still
actually be himself and be where he belonged.
So that could only mean one of the two images of himself
was a pretend-image.
He’d seen glimpses like this before. Darting near humanplaces, he’d see another hummer right in his own territory. But
on closer inspection, the intruder would match his own
movements exactly.
Mirage. Water was like that sometimes, offering a picture,
bouncing it back.
The hummer looked down again, certain the false image
would have disappeared by now.
He’s still there! He must be real, then. My garden! Must fight!
He dove, expecting his adversary to engage, spin and twirl,
buzz and sing. Instead, he twirled through the thin air by
himself, downward past the high branches, till he found himself
lying on the soft white cloth.
Eyes closed, his chest constricted, his head throbbing, his
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feathers heavy. Then that familiar, comforting sound reached
him.
Reply. Must reply so the nice sound wouldn’t stop.
Know. Think. Know.
He could feel his beak opening slightly.
More of the sound.
Blink. Blink. Blink.
Yes! Awake! But more. Everything was more! He
remembered colors—but these were brighter, clearer.
With every ounce of strength he possessed, he spread his
wings in ever-so-slight a gesture. The sound came again as if
encouraging him.
Lift. Flap. Lift.
He felt his body lighten, saw the white cloth get smaller
below him. His body was his own again—the air fresh, the
sunlight warm. He wanted to trill and soar, swoop and dart.
But first, he must know the source of the sound. The human
sat watching him as if light were coming out of her face, and
still making the nice noises.
Kind. Soft. Strong.
Hovering close, he looked in her giant’s eye and saw his
own reflection. Then he turned and saw the garden framed in
front of her.
Different. Not his daytime garden. All contained in a kind of
window, this was the garden he saw every night when he
dreamed.
All here. His favorite flowers, bushes, trees, his most
resonating colors; his most cherished nectars, enough to let
him sip his way to heaven.
How here? He wondered how he could see his night-garden
here in the daylight, and then he understood. This human was
a dream-maker. Only Spirit could have shown her this. She’d
made him his very own map of his heart’s desire.
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How tell her? Though he wondered if her huge, slow eye
could see his quick one, for a heartbeat he closed his in
acknowledgment.

Miranda had been so sure it would happen, she couldn’t feign
surprise when it did.
One moment he was moving his tiny beak, as though trying
to tell her some important secret. She hadn’t let him stop at
that, but had encouraged him to keep on.
Then he blinked. That startled little eye seemed to acquire
such a knowing look, as though fresh inspiration infused his
compact being.
How long they continued their intimate communion, she
couldn’t say, losing track of time in proportion as she gained
his trust.
The actual instant of lift-off, she missed, her human eye no
match for his fleet body. But what she did see was his pausing
mid-air to look first at her, then at her painting. Though for her
it had been a matter of seconds, she calculated that in
hummingbird-time, he’d probably spent several minutes
studying the dream garden as though acknowledging its every
bloom.
Then he turned back to look at her again. She held her
breath, in awe of his apparent recognition. Did he wink at me?
I could swear he did. And then he was gone.
Her communion with the small creature in the garden had
wiped Miranda’s mind clean of her usual concerns. Almost in
a trance, she capped her paint tubes and cleaned her brushes,
closed her bag and folded her art-table.
Later she would assess the painting, checking it for balance
and clarity, composition and tonality. But for today, it had
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served its purpose, and so had she. It was enough to feel the
sense of grace settling around her heart.
“Thank you,” she murmured, making her way toward the
exit. “Thank you for sharing your dream.”
Suddenly, the hummer whirred past Miranda’s head, louder
than a bumble bee and close enough to touch. Then he sped to
the far end of the garden and evanesced beyond her line of
sight.
“No,” he seemed to say. “Thank you.”
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roadcast journalist Christine Christian stepped down
from her black car into an even blacker night.
She extended her leg past the running board of the Ford

Explorer, waiting till her shoe found the hardened dirt of the
rutted road. Actually, I’m inside the gates, so this’ll be the
driveway, she thought, barely able to see the ground since
dousing her headlights.
Cool sea wind tumbled through the air, carrying with it the
fresh tang of kelp. Her hair ruffling, she glanced overhead to
look for the moon. I know it’s nearly full, and it rose early
tonight. But the sky appeared moonless, and such stars as
normally sparkled in the clear, windswept autumn air were
obscured by dense cloud cover.
A hundred feet below the bluff, the sea pounded. An
October storm had been traveling the South Pacific, and even
this far north, the Central Coast reverberated with the effects.
“Generating winds of up to fifty miles per hour . . . ” she
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remembered her KOST-SATV colleague saying on this evening’s
broadcast.
On her left, the terrain fell away to the ocean—now nothing
more than an inky, undulating mass. To the northwest, the
flash of the Piedras Blancas lighthouse winked in the darkness,
sweeping across the landscape to reveal a ghostly skeleton of
the unfinished mansion.
Even by its outline, she could tell this Clarke House held
something special in its design. Having studied the
architectural drawings, she found the reality of the physical
structure intriguing. Though she’d read that some of the locals
objected to its massive size being ostentatious and out of place,
she could see it also fit the site as though it belonged. The way
skyscrapers fit Manhattan.
The image of a cityscape seemed incongruous, and she
stood still a moment longer, waiting for it to make sense. Funny,
when I was a kid growing up in this little town, all I wanted to do
was get away—get to a big city. And I did. But now I find myself
drawn back here. Yes, that was it . . . processing the fact that,
after her many travels, she should find herself once again in
Milford-Haven.
For one thing, there was the job with KOST in Santa Maria.
After several years on-camera for the broadcast networks
—mostly NBC —she’d made the switch to satellite. Just this
month the FCC’s deregulation of the market had become
official, and 1996 would probably make the history books as a
turning point for the TV business. She’d taken the title of
Special Correspondent, which meant decent pay and great
freedom to develop her own content. Her three-part piece on
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adoption had just been shown in the Central Coast region. Part
three aired Sunday—two days ago.
She was already gathering material for her next threeparter on earthquakes, a story that would be taking her to San
Francisco, then to Japan and to Turkey. My bags are all packed.
I’m spending three days in San Fran researching the ‘89 Loma
Prieta quake. Then I leave for Tokyo from there.
Now, there was this story that had brought her to MilfordHaven. What a strange homecoming. I should come back in the
daylight, visit the newspaper where I had my first job . . . see
what’s the best little spot for breakfast these days . . . walk on
Touchstone Beach. If my wandering soul has a home, it’s
probably here.
Chris took a step away from the bluff, aware once again of
the dark that surrounded her. What am I doing here now?
Pursuing a lead, as usual. She sighed. Better get this over with.
Wish I’d worn sturdier shoes than these flats. Chilled in the wind,
she pulled her jacket closer and drew on the pair of leather
gloves she’d tucked in her pocket.
Adjusting the long diagonal strap of the compact purse she
wore slung across her body, she hefted her flashlight and
clicked it on. She picked her way over construction debris and
uneven terrain toward the front of the house, where eventually
stairs would lead up to the entrance. Stepping onto a narrow
plank that trembled under her feet, she dashed upward, then
leapt off to stand just inside the foyer. Ack! I thought it was dark
outside—but inside it’s pitch black.
Chris stood still, trying to focus. Minutes passed, yet her
pulse wouldn’t settle. Shifting her feet, she tried to find a piece
of floor unlittered with . . . what? Nails, concrete clumps, snips
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of wire? Still she waited, hoping her eyes would make a further
adjustment to the unrelieved darkness.
The house seemed to sway with the wind and crashing surf,
unsteady on its underpinnings. That’s an illusion, I’m sure. It’s
my own legs that’re unsteady. Dammit it, Chris! You know what
they say about Curiosity.
She stood in what would undoubtedly be the living room
—an expanse framed by a crosswork of beams, exposed for
now, with a space left open on one whole side for a future wall
of glass. I was right. The lines are good, and the view will be
spectacular.
On the opposite wall, flagstone had already been fashioned
into an oversized fireplace. It seemed curiously complete in
this incomplete room—except for the rectangular hole with the
ends of a ladder just visible.
The plans showed a hearthstone goes there—imported
marble. She’d noticed this detail had shown up on both sets of
plans. Remember, one detail can make the story. Reed had
always told her that, and he was the best reporter in the
business. He did get in trouble once, though, covering that story
in Ohio. Safe home after reporting in Vietnam, and then he’s
almost killed in that deserted house. He told me later he had the
feeling he shouldn’t go there.
A chill swept over her now, and the fine hairs on the back
of her neck tingled. What’s my intuition saying? I should leave
this place. This swaying, unhallowed structure menaced with
its protruding metal splinters and ragged concrete edges.
But what was this so-called intuition that she shouldn’t
have come here? Wasn’t that just fear? After all, she’d been led
to this location—vectored here by one clue after another. I can
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either be a wimp, or a good reporter. Logic says there’s
something to be discovered. I have to find out what.
The first clue had been little more than an inkling . . . or
more like a rankling, she recalled. Learning a mansion was
being built in Milford-Haven—a first for the cozy artist-town
—she’d called Sawyer Construction for an interview. Foremost
among her list of questions was whether or not the likelihood
of a new earthquake code would present fresh challenges
either to design or to construction.
Geography, geology, seismology . . . these were three of
Chris’s pet subjects. Ever since the 1994 Northridge
earthquake, she’d been tracking not only press coverage, but
also published scientific papers about the possibility of new
building codes. That quake had included what the
seismologists called “unexpected moment frame damages.”
FEMA was now looking carefully at steel strength and possible
detrimental effects on connection design.
Before conducting any interview, Chris always did careful
research to be better prepared with good questions. But, she
admitted, I also do it to butter-up my subject. The odd thing was
that Jack Sawyer—rather than being flattered by the attention
of a reporter who could speak at least some of his own
language —had seemed by turns diffident and defensive and,
ultimately, disingenuous. A man with something to hide?
A sound—a snap of fabric?—yanked her from her thoughts
and sent her heartrate skyrocketing. She held her breath and
heard the sound again. Like an exhalation, plastic wrapped
over vacant window openings was sucked and pulled against
the tape holding it to the framework. Just the wind. Perhaps the
house itself was breathing, trying to expel its bad humors.
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Chris took a step onto something that rolled under her foot,
throwing her off balance. She caught herself by bracing against
a low cinderblock wall, tearing a piece of skin from her palm.
She yelped in the dark, but at least the jab of pain had served to
sharpen her attention.
The reasons she’d come here began to return to her mind
in an orderly progression. First, there’d been the call from an
anonymous tipster that there might be something strange
about the plans for the Clarke House. She’d confirmed this with
her own investigation, discovering the house had two sets of
plans. She’d needed an explanation, but hadn’t wanted to tip
her hand to Sawyer too soon.
Then my source called me again. He was right about the
plans. Chances are he’s right in everything he says about this
house. He was an illusive informant—a phone contact she
thought of as “Mr. Man,” since he refused to give his namewho
called with tantalizing fragments of information. She tried to fit
them together like so many shards of broken crystal, clear and
sharp-edged.
He’d said to meet him here, so here she was trying to gather
more fragments of this story, and she found herself resenting
it. Joseph will be waiting at Calma with a clandestine dinner for
two. Tonight’s our make-up date after our little tiff. He planned
a midnight supper . . . all the more romantic for the secrecy, the
hour . . . and the rapprochement.
The thought hastened her, and she tried again to focus on
the incomplete room. Lifting her flashlight, she began
inspecting the spaces framed by raw beams. She stepped
through an opening. This will be the kitchen. She could see
where the crew had marked identifiable icons for drains and
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faucets, lines to indicate cabinets and pantry. All of this seems
normal enough. Where's the story? I wonder what Mr. Man wants
to show me?
One thing that’d varied between the two sets of plans was
something about the steel: different manufacturers, but also
different grades. She figured a quick look at exposed steel
beams under the house would reveal which steel had actually
been used.
How do I get down there? She walked from the kitchen
across the expanse of the living room and discovered a
stairwell against the far wall. But at the moment it contained
neither stairs nor a plank. She thought back for a moment. Oh
. . . there was a ladder in that opening by the fireplace. Cursing
again, she began walking carefully toward the gaping hole.
Just then another sound reached her—closer than the
persistent wind and crashing surf. What was that? A scrape . . .
a footfall? Or is that Mr. Man? About time he got here. But I didn’t
see any headlights. What if it’s not him? Clicking off her
flashlight, she pressed her body against the closest beam. I’m
alone in a windswept rattletrap of wood beams and metal scraps,
and I should’ve been home doing my nails before driving to Santa
Barbara to meet Joseph.
She breathed deeply and tried to picture herself arriving
home, refreshing her polish and makeup, locking the door
behind her, starting the SUV’s engine. Details. They were
always her best defense against fear.
She listened a moment longer, hearing no further scraping.
Just my nerves. She clicked her flashlight back on, then
continued toward the hearth-well. The ladder itself seemed to
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disappear into the depths. “It’s the blackest hole I’ve ever seen,”
she muttered. “Blacker than a black cat’s ass—on black velvet.”
“There’s a quick way down there, Ms. Christian.”
“Ahh!” She whirled toward the voice that’d burst out of
nowhere. “Who—?” That’s not my contact’s voice. Her throat
spasmed, and she gulped air, her heart pounding louder than
the surf. “Where—?” She gasped. “You just about scared the. .
. .” Struggling for calm, she clutched her flashlight and tried to
keep its beam from bouncing across the man’s features.
His seamed face loomed over a hulking physique. Any
distinguishing marks? Yes! I thought it was a shadow, but that’s
a mole on his left cheek . . . size of a quarter. Can’t really see his
eyes. She inhaled. “What . . . what are you doing here?”
“The question should be what are you doing here, Ms.
Christian. I work here.” The voice was steady, self-assured.
“Of course you do.” Why does he know my name? She
struggled for a casual tone. “Good thing you’re here, because I
could really use some help.” A laugh erupted from her throat
like a burst of static from a malfunctioning radio. “Actually, I
wanted to look around in the basement, but it’s so hard to see
in the dark.”
The guy said nothing. Chris wondered how long she could
keep producing an uninterrupted stream of words, hoping to
use them like a protective force field. Keep talking. Redirect the
focus to him. “Say, you didn’t even bring a flashlight.”
“Very observant.”
Get a conversation going. “Guess we both counted on
moonlight.”
“Not with these clouds.”
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“You must know the house real well if you work here.”
Burly muscles, heavy work boots. “One of the construction crew,
huh?”
“Right again.”
“Well, listen, I’m running late for an appointment and
someone’s waiting for me. He tends to get upset when I’m not
on time. I’ll come back in the daylight when I can see better.”
She made a move away from the hearth-well, but it only
brought her closer to him. As she took another step, her foot
caught on something, pitching her forward.
The worker’s arm shot out in front of her, his large hand
capturing hers as she regained her balance. He couldn’t stop the
impulse to catch me. She stood toe-to-toe with him now, and
could smell alcohol on his breath as he exhaled. Probably a
bourbon drinker, she noted, unable to stop cataloguing details.
His hand opened suddenly. She slipped hers free and
stepped back. Has his brief moment of gallantry put him enough
off balance that I can appeal to him? Don’t I always reach people
with my authenticity and with my words? She looked up into the
weathered face, trying to make eye contact, but could see
nothing more than a glint. “Thanks so much for taking care of
me.”
He paused, then smiled. “Oh, I haven’t taken care of you
yet.”
Damn! “But you’re about to, am I right?”
A chuckle rumbled in his barrel chest. “Too right.”
Good! Maybe I did reach him this time . . . I made him laugh.
How many times have I talked my way out of a tight spot? How
many times have I played out this kind of scenario in my head?
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Time seemed to slow, and her perspective shifted until she
watched the stand-off between herself and burly-guy from a
slight distance, as though she were discussing the angle with
her television camera crew. It’s an over-the-shoulder two-shot,
like one of my interviews. Then we cut to a close-up that shows
the mole, the craggy face—trying to give the audience a chance
to read his expression.
Now her view altered and the setting was a Western: a
black-hatted hulk blocked the path of a red-dressed spit-fire.
Whose story is this? When did it happen? Why are we in the Old
West? She almost seemed to recognize the scene . . . from a
story by her favorite writer, Louis L’Amour. Never let the
opponent gain the advantage, his narration advised. Don’t wait.
Make the first move.
The scene shifted again, and now she saw herself as Emma
Peel in The Avengers. Skilled in martial arts, undaunted by her
precarious predicament, the heroine faces her adversary.
Emma kicks out with those long legs, takes her man by surprise.
Suddenly, Chris found herself standing in her own shoes,
opposite her own bad guy. He might be bigger, stronger, more
massive, but maneuverability was on her side. It’s now or never!
She clicked off her flashlight and hurled it at his head. She’d
already chosen exactly what direction she would run—past
him, not away, because that would be unexpected. In the
sudden blackness she knew she’d have a second’s worth of
advantage. It was just the second she needed.
She leapt forward, and saw his fist too late. It impacted her
temple with the force of an explosion, hurtling her backward
into the gaping hearth-well. Her body seemed to hang for a
moment, suspended in space—until it smashed against the dirt,
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forcing the last molecule of air from her lungs. I can’t breathe.
I can’t move.
Her eyes blinked in the dark, her mind searched for
options. She saw his huge feet land on the dirt near her, and
kept her eyes still. If he thinks I’m already dead he’ll just leave
me. Don’t breathe!
He was carrying something . . . a shovel. No! He stepped on
its edge, forcing it into the big pile of soft earth, lifting a load of
it, moving it toward her head.
Just before the dirt hit her face, she closed her eyes. I’m
covered enough now that he can’t see me. I’ll breathe soon.
Another shovelful landed on her chest, its weight sodden.
Now another was flung over her face.
It’d been too many seconds since air had found its way into
her lungs, and with a sudden clarity, she realized she had never
taken that breath.
Desperately, she inhaled, but she found no oxygen. Only the
wet, sandy home-soil of the Central Coast.

<
Chapter 1

T

he autumn storm tore at the clouds covering MilfordHaven, revealing a swollen moon that hung over a
coastline frothy with agitated surf.

Miranda Jones watched the distant flash of the lighthouse
for a moment, then looked away from her window to focus on
a narrow band of thick paper scrolled across her studio floor.
Inhaling deeply, she dipped the tapered fibers of her immense
paintbrush and struggled to lift its wet mass from the inky
bucket, then swept a black streak across the white paper.
She held the three-inch diameter brush handle upright—its
top reaching to her waist—and resumed her bent-knee, widefooted stance. Hoisting the fully saturated brush, she began the
dance that would drag it rhythmically along the paper, creating
a vertical image.
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Placing her bare feet on the sheet, she stepped backwards,
the weight of the sodden brush causing her arms to shake. Yet
each motion synchronized with both the soft shakuhachi flute
music that played over her stereo, and with the call the paper
itself seemed to be whispering in her ear.
When she reached the end of the sheet, she walked back to
her starting point, replaced the brush in its bucket, and stood
entranced, her soul soaking up the experience even as the
image soaked into the paper.
By now her studio was permeated with the distinct aroma
of the sumi ink. Concocted of palm ash and glue, it also
contained traces of camphor and musk oil. She inhaled again,
agreeing with the legend that promised the ink’s special odor
helped to induce the perfect meditative state.
She’d placed four black stones—smoothed and rounded
from tumbling for years through the nearby surf—as weights
to hold the scroll in place. Now they almost blended into the
image, as though she’d added four extra smudges of ink. But, in
fact, the stones would be removed and weren’t part of what
she’d painted. She scrutinized the piece. When the stones are
removed, will the piece look incomplete? Yes . . . it needs
something more.
She felt the idea, more than she thought it. Focusing on an
unfilled portion of the paper, she reached for a smaller brush
that stood ready in its own bucket. She lifted it, then let her
hand sweep through a series of motions. When she’d replaced
the smaller brush, she closed her eyes and bowed over the
paper, signaling the completion of the current scroll. My
teacher would add a touch of vermillion . . . but I’m not ready for
that yet.
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During art school a few years earlier, she’d completed a
course on sumi-e, and since then she’d occasionally used the
ancient Japanese ink-wash painting as both a meditation and a
discipline. Traditionally, it was both, from the almost ritualistic
grinding of the ink stone into water, to the careful handling of
brushes whose hairs were trimmed to a delicate point.
But more recently she’d been accepted into a workshop by
the eminent American calligrapher Barbara Bash, who’d shared
her unique approach of pouring sumi ink from half-gallon
bottles and using an oversized brush to create her huge scrolls.
I’ll never master this the way Barbara has, but I love how it
centers my mind. It’s all about flow.
Is this a “head” or a “heart” process? If “head” was the
answer, it wouldn’t be in an intellectual sense, because the ink
almost seemed to be “thought-projected” onto the paper, the
marks capturing a flow of movement uninterrupted by
editorializing.
Though the actual painting of the ink-wash was necessarily
quick, preparing for each piece was a lengthier process. At least
it is for a relatively inexperienced calligrapher like me. The ink
had to be poured, the paper laid, and the artist had to summon
both energy and vision.
Miranda appreciated that this big-brush technique worked
on three levels. As physical exercise, it felt similar to Tai Chi
and to Yoga, both of which she enjoyed. As mental discipline, its
immediacy permitted no distraction, no procrastination. A
brush pressed a moment too long would cause ink to soak
through and ruin both the paper and the image. She carried
these lessons into her own watercolor work.
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And though technically big-brush sumi-e was certainly a
form of fine art, it was far enough away from her core practices
of watercolor and acrylics, that it left her free from internal
judgment. She could float above the brush, the paper and the
image, allowing thoughts and feelings to surface freely. I know
why I love it so much. It lets my heart speak.
The CD she was listening to came to an end, and a gust of
wind rattled the windows. How many images have I done
tonight? The new one makes four. And how long have I been at
this? I’ve lost track of time again. She glanced out at the moon,
noting it was lower now, its color beginning to shift from silver
to gold as it sank toward the ocean. It’ll set soon, and we’ll have
some black sky before dawn, so I’ll have a chance to sleep a little.
I think I’m finished work for tonight.
Stepping to her worktable, she picked up her X-acto knife
and carefully sliced below the end of the painted image,
separating it from the heavy roll. She lifted the top edge enough
to drag the long sheet parallel to the others, which were laid
out on the studio floor to dry. Tomorrow she’d mount the
stepladder and tack the vertical images to the wall. For now,
she stared down at the new work and its three companion
pieces, finished earlier that evening.
She stood back to examine the four scrolls. “Oh!” she
exclaimed. “It’s the four seasons!” Amazed this hadn’t occurred
to her before, she now saw clearly that the four six-foot-high
water paintings described the subtle elements of California’s
coastal seasons: a pine for winter; a blooming crape myrtle for
spring; an olive tree for summer; and a persimmon tree for
autumn. Maybe I didn’t notice at first because the images are
black-and-white.
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The piece she’d just finished was of the persimmon, its
signature drooping-leaves and multi-stemmed trunk so
reminiscent of Asia. Yet she learned they’d been imported to
California in the 1800s, and they were now as much a part of
the Central Coast as any native tree. The bright orange color of
the fruit came into her mind, highlighting the fall season when
it ripened.
She glanced down at the bottom corner, where she’d added
that final swirl of paint. What is it? It looks like . . . a kitten!
Kneeling, she inspected the small image more carefully. I know
I had no particular definition in mind when I created it. She
remembered laying the wet brush sideways, then dotting it
here and there as she lifted it off the page. But now, there they
were, the distinct feline features—head and whiskers, tail and
feet.
“Hello,” she said to the impish picture. “Thanks for the
visit!”
Tired to the bone, Miranda stood, stretched and sighed.
Now for the cleanup. It took her a good half hour to wash the
brushes, empty the buckets, and secure anything else she
might’ve left open in her workspace. By the time she flipped the
light switch and headed downstairs to her bedroom, she was
already half asleep.
I’ll shower in the morning, she thought. But it’s already
morning! Too tired to make sense of the chronology, she
washed her face, brushed her teeth and collapsed under her
comforter. It’d be nice to cuddle up with that little kitty I drew.
She smiled at the fantasy and imagined the kitty tiptoeing
across the covers.
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Those four scrolls . . . they’re great, but I’d love to do them in
full color. Maybe I can take the four seasons idea and incorporate
it into my miniature watercolor postcards. . . .
As she reached to turn out the light on her nightstand,
something caused her to choke. Gasping, she reached for the
water bottle she kept handy by the bed, sputtering as she took
a gulp. What in the world? It wasn’t as though she’d gagged on
a morsel of food, or swallowed down the wrong pipe. She’d
been choking before she took the swig of water.
She shuddered, trying to sense the source of whatever she
might be feeling. Is something bad about to happen?
No, not in Milford-Haven, she reassured herself. Bad things
don’t happen here.

>
Jack Sawyer’s alarm clock stuttered into life, its plastic frame
cracked from abuse. A heavy hand swept down and banged the
“snooze” button, then retreated under the covers.
Jack hadn’t slept well. Keeping one step ahead of town,
county, and state regulations didn’t usually keep him up at
night. But now he had to contend with Samantha. No matter
what he did, he could never seem to get away from that
woman.
He swung his legs out from under the blanket and didn’t
notice its long-forgotten coffee stains. He focused for a moment
on the clock’s digital display. The last digit no longer
illumnated, so it was always a guess. He hoped it was still
within a minute or two of 7 a.m.
Jack headed down the hall, his bare feet leaving an
occasional imprint in the dusty floor. An hour-and-a-half from
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now, he’d be in his office and the irritating phone calls would
start: from contractors trying to pick his brains; from prospects
who said other contractors could outbid him; from
incompetent workers with idiotic questions; from inspectors
with nasty notices. But at least his home phone wouldn’t ring,
and he wouldn’t turn on his cell till later. Plus—today held the
promise of a new client.
He reached the bathroom and scowled at himself in the
mirror. The fierce blue eyes were still clear. The hair had gone
salt-and-pepper, the face a little jowly. Chest and arms
remained firm, thanks to the fact he spent about as much time
on his job sites as behind his desk. Jack’s gaze trailed down the
rest of his six-foot frame—solidly packed with muscle, but with
a little too much gut. Not bad for over fifty. Besides, only one
thing really matters. Everything still functions.
Just then, his home phone did begin to ring. Damn! Who the
hell would be calling me now? A sudden fit of coughing seized
him, loud enough that he missed the next two rings of his
phone, and on the fourth one his answering machine picked up.
“This is Jack Sawyer. I’m out. Leave a message if you expect
me to call you back.” He paid no attention to his own gravelly
voice on the outgoing message. But after the beep, when an
authoritative female voice began speaking, Jack started
coughing again.
“Jack, this is Sam calling.” As if he didn’t know. “I’ll leave a
message at your office, but in case you don’t go there this
morning, you should know you’ll be facing an injunction. Have a
nice day.”

>
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Kevin Ransom loved the mornings better than any other time
of day. In autumn, it was still dark and chilly when he got up.
He never knew whether the sky would look pink or orange or
lavender, so it was always a surprise. He liked that best of all.
The view from Kevin’s porch raced down a steep incline
through a stand of tall California pines. The smallness of the
house was made up for by the size of the trees, which stood on
protected land, so they’d never be cut down. The first rays of
light penetrated the upper branches like the strobe lights of a
National Geographic photographer. Guess the storm last night
cleared out all the clouds.
The squirrel who occupied the back yard stepped onto the
railing of the deck and walked gingerly toward Kevin,
chattering for his morning nut. Today it would be a cashew,
and Kevin couldn’t decide whether his squirrel was demanding
an early Halloween treat, or stocking up for winter.
Kevin only had a few minutes before he had to leave for
work. He liked to get there before Mr. Sawyer and make sure
the coffee was made. It sometimes seemed to make Mr.
Sawyer’s mood a little better.
“Hey, little fella.” He spoke quietly so as not to scare the
squirrel off. “Want another one?” he asked. He wondered why
it was always so much easier to talk to animals than it was to
talk to people.

>
Sally O’Mally unlocked the back door of her restaurant and
flipped on the kitchen lights, illuminating the gleaming steel
sinks, pristine countertops, and the rows of shiny pans that
hung from a large overhead rack. She caught the room’s faint
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odor of fresh lemons that lingered after last night’s cleaning.
Though she’d been tired when she woke up this morning, she
felt a spark of energy at seeing her workspace spotless and
ready for a new day.
Mama trained me well. Still, I never do get up as early as she
does. She pictured her mother in Arkansas, still living on the
farm, still knitting, and still baking up a storm—biscuits,
breads, and her signature pies.
Gotta get the first pot o’ coffee started. After putting her
shoulder bag in the tiny private office she’d created out of a
closet, she pulled the plastic lid off an industrial-sized tin of
ground coffee, loaded several scoops into a filter paper, then
snapped the basket-holder into place. Okay, now for the biscuits.
Maybe I can get the first batch in before June gets here.
Her hands moved almost by their own volition as they
found the chilled batter—prepared the night before—in the
fridge, greased the baking sheets, dusted the cutting board,
rolled out the dough and began pressing into it a round cutter.
When the sheets were ready for the oven, she slid them in. Just
then the back door swung open again.
“Morning, Sal,” June called cheerily in her distinctive
Brooklyn accent. “Geez, it’s gettin’ light a lot later already!”
“Well, that’s September for ya,” Sally confirmed. “How you
doin’ this mornin’?”
“Fine.”
Sally smiled at the long sound of June’s vowels. I s’ppose I
sound just as funny to her as she does to me. Milford-Haven
brings in all kinds.

>
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Sawyer Construction Company was still closed and locked
when early-morning sunlight slid past decade-old layers of
dust on the Venetian blinds. There was no sign of life until the
light on the office answering machine illuminated, and the
cassette tape began to squeal softly while it turned.
Jack’s outgoing message crackled over the speaker. The
voice did nothing to belay the gruff impatience that set the tone
at his office. “You’ve reached Sawyer Construction. We’re out of
the office at the moment, but leave your name, number and a
brief message, and we’ll get back to you shortly. Wait for the
beep.”
“Jack, it’s Samantha. I read in the paper this morning that
you’ve announced the start of construction on that shopping
center.” Not even the filtering of the tiny speaker on his
machine could make her voice small. “You know perfectly well
the plans have not yet been approved by the Planning
Commission. I’d advise you to call me the minute you get to your
office.”

Cast of Characters
Joseph Calvin:
Calvin mid-60s, 6'1, gray eyes, steel-gray hair, clean-shaven,
lean, handsome; CEO of Santa Barbara’s Calvin Oil; eligible widower;
dates several women including Christine Christian.
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create a new life in Milford-Haven.
Michelle “Shelly” Larrup:
Larrup mid-40s, 5'6, hazel eyes, bobbed burgundy
hair, well-toned dancer's body, flamboyant dresser; originally from
Australia and speaks with the accent; owner of Shell Shock in MilfordHaven.
June Magliati:
Magliati mid 40s, 5'2, brown eyes, dark brown curly hair, nononsense expression that goes well with her thick Brooklyn accent;
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Mr. Man:
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build; one of reporter Chris Christian’s anonymous sources.
Will Marks:
Marks mid-30s, 6', dark eyes and hair, athletic build; VP at Clarke
Shipping; contact of Zack Calvin’s at Calvin Oil.
Zelda McIntyre:
McIntyre early-50s, 5'1, violet eyes, wavy black hair,
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O'Mally early 40s, 5'3, blue eyes, blond curly hair, perfectly
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and reared in Arkansas; Miranda’s friend; dislikes Samantha; secretly
involved with Jack Sawyer.
Burt Ostwald:
Ostwald age unknown, 6'2, dark eyes, close-cropped blond hair,
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construction worker; temporary-hire at Sawyer Construction—work
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Michael Owen:
Owen mid-40s, 5'9, blue eyes, black hair, slightly rotund;
owner of Lighthouse Tavern.
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Cynthia Radcliffe:
Radcliffe early 30s, 5'8, amber-brown eyes, blond, shapely,
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climber; Zackery Calvin’s girlfriend.
Randi Raines: early 30s, 5'5, black eyes, frosted hair, cute, athletic;
demanding, impatient; a talk-show host in Los Angeles; dates Will
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Kevin Ransom:
Ransom late-20s, 6'8, hazel eyes, sandy hair, strong jaw-line,
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Jack Sawyer:
Sawyer mid-50s, 6', blue eyes, salt-and-pepper hair and
mustache, barrel-chested, solidly muscular, ruggedly handsome;
Milford-Haven contractor-builder; Samantha Hugo’s former husband;
secretly involved with Sally O’Mally.
Lucy Seecor:
Seecor mid-30s, 5'6', blakc eyes, shiny black hair worn in a long
braid; trim figure; photographic memory; manager of Rosencrantz
Café & Guildenstern Garden.
Cornelius Smith:
Smith early 40s, 6'3, indigo-blue eyes, black hair,
handsome, lean; grew up in Milford-Haven where his parents still live;
a professional astronomer who works part time at NASA Ames and
plans to build an observatory in Milford-Haven; a loner, an eccentric.
Susan
Susan Winslow:
Winslow mid-20s, 5'4, brown eyes, long black hair, rail-thin,
attractive but sullen, Native American; Samantha’s assistant at the
EPC; avid rock-star fan; victim of traumatic childhood; feels trapped
in Milford-Haven; defensive about her heritage; toys with Kevin
Ransom.

COLOPHON
The print version of this book is set in the Cambria font, released in
2004 by Microsoft, as a formal, solid font to be equally readable in
print and on screens. It was designed by Jelle Bosma, Steve Matteson,
and Robin Nicholas.
The name Cambria is the classical name for Wales, the Latin form of
the Welsh name for Wales, Cymru. The etymology of Cynru is combrog,
meaning "compatriot.”
The California town of Cambria is named for its resemblance to the
south-western coast of Wales, where the town of Milford Haven has
existed since before ancient Roman times, and is mentioned in William
Shakespeare’s Cymbeline.
The dingbat is the Mussel Shell, drawn by artist Mary Helsaple, and
rendered graphically by cover designer Kevin Meyer. The mussel is a
bivalve marine creature that lives on exposed shores in the intertidal
zones in California, Florida, the U.K., Japan, and on other beaches
throughout the world. The shells, which are longer than they are wide,
often with dark blue exteriors and silvery interiors, when open,
resemble a pair of wings.

Mara Purl, author of the popular and critically acclaimed
Milford-Haven Novels,
pioneered small-town fiction
for women.
Mara’s beloved fictitious
town has been delighting
audiences since 1992, when it
first appeared as MilfordHaven, U.S.A.©—the first
American radio drama ever
licensed and broadcast by the
BBC. The show reached an
audience of 4.5 million
listeners in the U.K. In the U.S.,
it was the 1994 Finalist for the
New York Festivals World’s
Best Radio Programs.
Early editions of her novels have won fifteen finalist and gold
literary awards including the Benjamin Franklin, Indie Excellence, USA
Book News Best Books, and ForeWord Books of the Year.
Mara’s other writing credits include plays, screenplays, scripts for
Guiding Light, cover stories for Rolling Stone, staff writing with the
Financial Times (of London), and the Associated Press. She is the coauthor (with Erin Gray) of Act Right: A Manual for the On-Camera
Actor.
As an actress, Mara was “Darla Cook” on Days Of Our Lives. For the
one-woman show Mary Shelley: In Her Own Words, which Mara
performs and co-wrote (with Sydney Swire), she earned a Peak
Award. She was named one of twelve Women of the Year by the Los
Angeles County Commission for Women.
Mara is married to Dr. Larry Norfleet and lives in Los Angeles, and
in Colorado Springs.
Visit her website at www.MaraPurl.com where you can subscribe
to her newsletter;
subscribe to her blog at www.MaraPurl.WordPress.com;
She welcomes e-mail from readers at MaraPurl@MaraPurl.com.

